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SCUBAPRO S-TEK Pure Back Plate / Wing System was designed for technical divers who subscribe to the DIR 
(Doing It Right) approach to streamlined and minimalistic equipment configurations. For convenience, the 
system is sold as a comprehensive kit including the Pure Harness with Back Plate (Stainless Steel or Aluminum), 
30lb Donut Wing and Single Tank Adapter, Pure Harness with Back Plate & 40lb Donut Wing and Pure Harness 
with Back Plate & 60lb Donut Wing.

S-TEK PURE SYSTEM PACKAGED SETS

■   SHOULDER CONFIGURATION OPTIONS
Include fixed-shoulder length harness for ultimate sim-
plicity or Extender mode that allows the shoulder straps to
extend for easier doffing & donning.

■   3D FORMED BACK PLATE
Features a softened organic shape, curved central profile
and fully radiused edges for greater comfort.

■   EVO ANGLE WEBBING SLOTS
Allow for a more natural webbing routing that increases
diver comfort and reduces abrasion.

■   RECESSED WING NUT SOCKET
Features S-Tek Ergo Nuts that are ergonomically designed
to be used with cold, wet or gloved hands, easy to tighten/
loosen and flush mounted to prevent suit abrasion.

■   CUSTOMIZATION AVAILABLE
Color coordinate to match your other gear in 7 great colors.
Shoulder & Waist Pad Color Kits offer two sets of brightly
colored molded Monprene® shoulder and waist pads. Back
Plate Color Pad Kits offer a molded Monprene® back pad and
all mounting hardware.

■   GEAR CLIPPING OPTIONS
Two pre-bent D-rings on the shoulders, one D-ring on the
waist, and two D-rings on the crotch strap are provided for
clipping on extra gear.

■   1000D CORDURA OUTER SHELL AND
500D CORDURA INNER BLADDER
Deliver industry leading abrasion resistance and feature
ecofriendly and color fast Dope-Dyed Fabric.

■   IMPROVED ROUNDED PROFILE
Reduces air trapping and helps ensure smooth, controlled
air migration.

■   TEK BPI 
Designed by SCUBAPRO, the Tek BPI is based on a K-style
layout offering an extremely robust and lightweight design
for smooth balanced air control during inflation/deflation.

■   ELLIPTICAL EPDM CORRUGATED INFLATOR HOSE
Highly durable hose that’s crush resistant and flexible.
Features an exclusive saddle for LP hose retaining band.

■   CONTINUOUS WEBBING HARNESS
Provides a custom, individualized fit.


